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Mae West’s cause was sexual equality, and she 
was shrewd enough to know that it was perhaps 
the ultimate battleground.

Another wonderful book full of tales of 
boys experiencing the pleasures of nut 
tasting and cum swallowing. 

The host of CNN’s Issues with Jane Velez-Mitchell 
shares her journey of self-discovery.

”The Makeup Guy” brings us a makeover book 
specifically for women age 45 and over.

Includes: Boys Boys Boys, Brown Eyes, I 
Like It Rough, Just Dance, Paper Gangsta, 
Poker Face, Starstruck, Summerboy, and 
more.

The 2nd edition of this expanded international 
anthology of personal narratives presents a 
compelling look at contemporary bisexual 
experiences.

Staging Your 
Comeback

Christopher Hopkins
  978-0-75730-634-1

$22.95|cloth
HCi

iWant

  Jane Velez-Mitchell   
978-0-75731-371-4

$24.95|cloth
HCi

Handjobs
Anthology 
Volume 22

Handjobs Magazine 
978-1-88645-879-6

 
$20.00|trade paper 

Avenue Services

She Always 
Knew How:

Mae West A Personal 
Biography

  Charlotte Chandler 
978-1-42348-410-3   

$16.99|trade paper
Applause Theatre  

Lady Gaga: 
The Fame

Lady gaga
  978-1-42348-109-6

  
$16.99|pvg songbook

Hal Leonard

Getting Bi:
Voices of Bisexuals 

Around the World, 2nd 
Edition

robin Ochs
978-0-96538-815-3  

  
$16.95|trade paper
Bisexual resource 

Center
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The story of Marilyn’s world and the complex 
family dynamic behind the scenes has never been 
told… until now.

Join Crash, and his big dick, as he tumbles in and 
out of beds, gunfights, and space battles. 

Tug Harder is a hedonist and a nihilist. 
These qualities make him a handful --- 
even for an advanced alien race. 

Under the pen name of Bryce Peters, Patrick 
Fillion serves up six hot new stories featuring our 
most popular heroes as they’ve never been seen 
before. 

You are going to love this second issue. The 
intense sexual escapades will leave you begging 
for a cigarette.

Enjoy the senses-shattering, spunk-
drenched conclusion to the smash hit 
Felinoids series. 

Camili-Cat 
Felinoids  3

robert Fraser 
978-1-89710-248-0  

$7.99|trade paper
Class Comics

The Initiation  2

robert Fraser
978-1-89710-246-6

  
$7.99|trade paper

Class Comics

Boytoon 
Adventures  1

patrick Fillion
 978-1-89710-247-3

   
$22.50|trade paper

Class Comics

Tug Harder  2

  Butch McLogic
 978-1-89710-249-7  

$7.99|trade paper
Class Comics

Crash Course  1

Johnny Murdoc
 978-1-89710-250-3 

$7.99|trade paper
Class Comics

The Secret Life 
of Marilyn 

Monroe

 J. randy Taraborrelli
978-0-44658-082-3

$26.99|cloth
grand Central
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A smokin’ hot collection of gay male sex 
on the fringe.  

From London’s West End to a New York drag bar, 
three couples rediscover passion. 

When a skeleton tumbles out of the wall at Cloak 
and Dagger Books, Adrien English hires ex-lover 
Jake Riordan to get to the bottom of things.

Encore! Encore!

  Jet Mykles, Charlie 
Cochrane & 

Kimberly gardner
978-1-60820-131-0 

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

The Dark Tide

  Josh Lanyon 
978-1-60820-123-5

 
$14.99|trade paper

MLr

Tales from the 
Sexual 

Underground

rick r. reed
 978-1-60820-140-2

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

The original gay travel guide -- includes 
13,000+ listings, verified annually.  

Damron 2010 
Women’s 
Traveller

 gina M. gatta
978-0-92943-577-0   

$18.95|trade paper
damron

Damron 2010 
Men’s 

Travel Guide

gina M. gatta 
978-0-92943-579-4   

$22.95|trade paper
damron

Over 1,500 of the highest quality, most 
exciting and informative sites in 60 
categories are reviewed here.

2010 
Cybersocket 

Gay Net 
Directory

Cybersocket.com
978-0-98009-702-3 

$9.95|trade paper
Cybersocket.com

The most up-to-date and complete travel 
guide made by and for lesbians.  
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During the factory years, Village Voice and Interview 
co-founder John Wilcock interviewed Warhol’s closest 
associates for this oral biography.

With Men Who Love Men, Mann tackles the big 
questions of contemporary gay life.

Where The Boys 
Are

William J. Mann
978-0-75820-327-4    

$16.00|trade paper 
re-issue

Kensington

Men Who Love 
Men

 William J. Mann
978-0-75821-376-1    

$16.00|trade paper 
re-issue

Kensington

The 
Autobiography 
and Sex Life of 
Andy Warhol

John Wilcock
 978-0-97061-261-8    

$45.00|cloth
Trela Media

Anything Goes

 John Barrowman
978-1-84317-333-5 

$15.95|trade paper
Michael O’Mara

The star of Doctor Who and Torchwood 
gives a full and frank exploration of his 
personal life.

This is Mann’s witty and provocative 
follow-up to his acclaimed best seller, the 
Men from the Boys.
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Leifer reveals all— her age, her outlook, 
her life philosophy—no holds barred.

Here is a “Guide to Life” tribute to Grace Kelly 
that will instruct and inspire fans on all ways to 
live with a “touch of grace.” 

Taking on the weird and the fantastic, the known 
and little-known, this cool book and postcard 
package has a little something for everyone. 

All you ever wanted to know about Hollywood 
musicals.

Highlights the deceiving arguments and 
misleading information used by the
Religious Right.

Thou Shalt Not 
Love

   patrick Chapman
978-0-97146-862-7

   
$19.00|trade paper

Haiduk

Hollywood 
Musicals

Will dodson
 978-0-84371-431-9

  
$14.99|trade paper

QNY

Cult Films

Will dodson 
978-0-84371-428-9 

$14.99|trade paper
QNY

A Touch of 
Grace: 

How to be a Princess, 
the Grace Kelly Way

 
Cindy de La Hoz

978-0-76243-804-4 

$17.95|cloth
running press

When You Lie 
About Your Age, 
the Terrorists 

Win

Carol Leifer
978-0-34550-297-1

$14.00|trade paper
Villard

Bestselling author William J. Mann has 
written his most powerful work yet. 

All American 
Boy

 William J. Mann
978-0-75820-329-8   

$15.00|trade paper 
re-issue

Kensington
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From the ancient poet Sappho to tombois in 
contemporary Indonesia, women throughout history 
have desired, loved, and had sex with other women. 

Oscar Wilde’s short stories have enchanted 
generations of readers, and this beautiful book 
makes them accessible to an entirely new 
readership.

The Mysterious

Josh Lanyon, Laura 
Baumbach, & Alex 

Beecroft
978-1-60820-098-6    

$14.99|trade paper 
MLr

Oscar Wilde’s 
Stories for All 

Ages

Oscar Wilde
978-0-00734-245-7    

$22.95|cloth
HarperCollins uK

Sapphistries:
A Global History of 

Love Between Women

Leila J. rupp
978-0-81477-592-9    

$29.95|cloth
NYu press

Torah Queeries:
Weekly 

Commentaries on the 
Hebrew Bible

 gregg drinkwater, ed.
978-0-81427-012-7

$29.95|cloth
NYu press

An essential guide to understanding the 
intersection of queerness and Jewishness.

The Mysterious is an anthology of three 
exciting MLR Press titles;  The Dark Fare-
well, Wages of Sin, and Shadows in Time.
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When tampered medical records nearly 
kill Chris Bellamere’s husband, the stakes 
go up and Chris uses all of his skills to 
catch the hacker.

Jason doesn’t do monogamy, and as a popular 
Dom he doesn’t have to, but it’s love not leather 
that’s bound to please him.

Singer Jesse Alexander is ready to head 
home with his partner, Evan. Is he ready 
to announce their love publicly? 

This book traces Valentino’s illustrious career 
through copious images from his archives.

Making It Legal: 
A Guide to Same-Sex 
Marriage, Domestic 
Partnership & Civil 

Unions

Frederick Hertz
978-1-41330-984-3  

 
$29.99|trade paper

NOLO

Valentino: A 
Grand Italian 

Epic

Armando Chitolina
 978-3-83650-329-7  

$69.99|cloth
Taschen

*not returnable

No Fear

  J. Frost 
978-1-60820-136-5 

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Mahu Men

  Neil S. plakcy  
 978-1-60820-138-9 

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Bound to Please

Kimberly gardner 
978-1-60820-044-3 

  
$14.99|trade paper

MLr

L.A. Bytes

p.A. Brown
978-1-60820-040-5

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Making It Legal is the ultimate guide to 
same-sex relationship laws in the U.S.

Mixing mystery and erotica, the stories in 
Mahu Men take readers into the world of 
openly gay Honolulu homicide detective 
Kimo Kanapa’aka.
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This updated edition covers the laws of each 
state offering marriage or marriage-equivalent 
status and includes a CD-rom with pertinent legal 
forms.

This bold (and crude) depiction of male sexuality 
will warm the cockles of every comic art fan.

Well-hung heroes explore a world where sex is 
the only focus. A joy for every fan of fine 
comic art. 

Luring poses from these physically perfect men 
may redesign your fantasies. The camera points 
to their secrets and supercharges our lust.  

American dream boys are addictive. Bel 
Ami and Corbin Fisher offer us a line-up 
of young heartbreakers who are well 
trained and adorable.  

Not impressed with clean shaven boys? 
These tough burly men are still in heat 
when they are sent to the paddock. 

Cruising 
Grounds

Mustang 
978-3-86787-052-8  

$52.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

Boys Unlimited

Bel Ami & Corbin 
Fisher

 978-3-86787-047-4    

$61.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

Mucho Macho

rubendarío 
978-3-86787-138-9    

$89.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

Bustin’ a Nut

Mike 
978-3-86787-051-1   

$29.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

Watch Us!

Jacob Mott 
978-3-86787-136-5     

$29.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

A Legal Guide 
for Lesbian & 
Gay Couples, 
15th Edition

denis Clifford 
978-1-41331-091-7      

$34.99|trade paper
NOLO
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These models captivate with their 
naturalness. Young men, kissed by the 
sun, embrace la dolce vita with lust 
and happiness.

This Italian epic will jumpstart all of your locker 
room fantasies.

Her status went beyond cult; her triumphs and 
failures appeared on the front page of news-
papers all over the world. 

Thousands of interesting facts about over 300 of 
Hollywood’s favorite musicals can be found here.

Great artwork and cum blasting stories make this 
a must have edition.

Learn how to increase your penis size one 
inch in length and one-half inch in girth. 
Yield harder and longer lasting erections.

Exercising The 
Penis

Aaron Kemmer 
978-0-61529-767-5

$29.95|cloth
Semprove

Dad’s Bedtime 
Tales

Volume 11

 978-1-88645-801-7    

$20.00|trade paper
Avenue Services

Hollywood 
Musicals,

 Year by Year
3rd Edition

 Stanley green
978-1-42348-903-0     

$18.99|trade paper
Applause Theatre

Maria Callas:
A Musical 
Biography

robert Levine 
978-1-57467-183-4 

$24.99|trade paper
with 2 full length 

Cds
Amadeus press

Before The 
Game

domenico Cennamo 
978-3-86787-046-7       

$61.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

Through My 
Eyes

   Antonio Bezerra
978-3-86787-045-0    

$35.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder
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A young woman must act to save her brother’s 
reputation and life when he is accused of 
terrorist involvement.

A stunning talent who inspired such giants as 
Barbra Streisand, Eartha Kitt, and Aretha 
Franklin.

The Lost Library is a unique offering 
for the GLBT audience and anyone who 
values eloquent accounts of love and its 
struggles.

Class Comics’ most popular African American 
hero proves that he is definitely a star in this 
amazingly hot, cum-soaked first issue.

This indispensable guide shamelessly 
spills half a century of lavender Holly-

wood’s deepest secrets.

50 Years of 
Queer Cinema:

500 of the Best  
GLBTQ Films Ever 

Made

darwin porter and 
danforth prince

 978-1-93600-309-9   

$25.95|trade paper
Blood Moon

Space Cadet  1

 patrick Fillion
978-1-89710-251-0    

$7.99|trade paper
Class Comics

The Lost 
Library:
Gay Fiction 

Rediscovered

Tom Cardamone
 978-0-97146-863-4      

$19.00|trade paper
Haiduk

Stormy Weather:
The Life of Lena Horne

James gavin 
978-0-74327-144-8

$16.00|trade paper
Atria

The Moonlit 
Earth

Christopher rice
978-0-74329-407-2 

$25.00|cloth
Scribner

Lukacs is best known for his epic paintings that 
depict masculine, homoerotic imagery, featuring 
figures such as gay skinheads and military cadets.

Polaroids

 Attila richard Lukacs
978-1-55152-295-1

$55.00|trade paper
Arsenal pulp
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A gloriously erotic M/M romance. Who isn’t 
attracted to the color of passion?

A Deadly Game is an erotic thrill ride, 
filled with danger, excitement and suspense.

If Kyler cannot overcome his past, he’s afraid 
he’ll help The Darkness destroy everything - 
starting with his lover.

A must for the international gay traveller. 
Up-to-date, practical and easy to use.  

The most important gay addresses world-
wide, listing the best places to sleep and 
dine. 

Spartacus 
International 

Hotel & 
Restaurant 
Guide 2010

Briand r. Bedfrod
 978-3-86787-347-5

   
$26.99|trade paper

Bruno gmünder

Spartacus 
International 

Gay Guide 
2010

Briand r. Bedfrod 
978-3-86787-348-2

   
$32.99|trade paper

Bruno gmünder

Dark Designs

Luisa prieto 
978-1-60820-071-9    

$17.99|trade paper
MLr

Genetic Snare

Laura Baumbach 
978-1-93453-107-5       

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

A Deadly Game

 J.p. Bowie  
978-1-60820-142-6    

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Red Anthology

Kris Jacen, ed. 
978-1-60820-065-8 

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Betrayal, passion, adventure, primal sex and a 
fight to the death. Mating in the 26th century is a 
lot like this one.
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A stunning collection of photographs that
captures the essence and flavor of life on the
sexy beaches of Brazil.

Chris Holmes finds himself stranded with 
former cop J.X. Moriarity, a man with whom 
he shared a one night stand long ago & who 
now wants to arrest him for murder.  

A fascinating look at M/M love among the 
British upper classes, set against the 
background of Oscar Wilde’s trial.

Published as a trade paperback for the first time, with 
a new introduction by the acclaimed playwright John 
Patrick Shanley (Doubt).

Vogue has set the benchmark for fashion 
photography the world over.

Paris Vogue 
Covers: 

1920-2009

 Sonia rachline
978-0-50051-513-6      

$45.00|cloth
Thames & Hudson

The Rose Tattoo

Tennessee Williams 
978-0-81121-882-5

$13.95|trade paper
New directions

Helpless

M.J. pearson  
 978-0-61535-418-7     

$13.95|trade paper
Seventh Window

Somebody Killed 
His Editor

Josh Lanyon
 978-1-60504-607-5 

$15.00|trade paper
Samhain

The Boys from 
Ipanema

 Frank Waldecker
978-3-03766-598-5

$50.00|cloth
edition Skylight
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A stunning collection of photographs that
captures the essence and flavor of life on the
sexy beaches of Brazil.

This is Soehnlein’s follow-up to his award-
winning best seller, The World of Normal 
Boys. 

Wayward Schoolgirls! Wild Passions! 
Winning At Any Cost…  Welcome to 
Metamora Academy for Girls. 

With profound honesty, sharp wit, and 
genuine heart, this debut novel portrays one 
man’s search—for love and passion, acceptance 
and redemption—and for the courage to really 
live.

A rose by any other name is still a rose, but a 
penis by any other name may be a “Kentucky 
Telescope,” “Molton Mushroom,” “One-Eyed 
Wrinkle-Necked Trouser Trout”—or something 
worse! 

Family moments are fair game, whether it’s 
writing a report on Reaganomics to earn a 
Cabbage Patch doll, or teaching her father social 
graces by ordering him to stay indoors.

Chelsea 
Chelsea

Bang Bang

 Chelsea Handler
978-0-44655-244-8     

$25.99|cloth
grand Central

It Looks Like a 
C**k!

 Ben and Jack
978-0-31259-503-6    

$9.99|trade paper
griffin

April 9th is 

National Penis 

Day!

This is a hilarious, full-color book of things in this 
world that look like c**ks.

Dicktionary: 
101 Fun Words 

for Penis 

 Todd goldman
978-0-76243-933-1    

$9.95|trade paper
running press

Probation

Tom Mendicino
 978-0-75823-878-8       

$15.00|trade paper
Kensington

Bobby 
Blanchard,

Lesbian Gym 
Teacher

 Monica Nolan
978-0-75823-206-9     

$15.00|trade paper
Kensington

Robin and 
Ruby

K.M. Soehnlein 
978-0-75823-218-2     

$24.00|cloth
Kensington
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When Sarah has lost everything she has prized -- 
her girlfriend, her career and her sword -- one of 
the dragons makes their move.

Leave it to Lucky to attract a man who looks 
better in a dress than she does.

A chilling and vividly rendered ghost 
story set in postwar Britain, by the best-
selling and award-winning author of The 
Night Watch and Fingersmith.

An utterly original tale in which good and evil 
aren’t black and white, love and sex aren’t 
simple or innocent, and power comes at a 
terrible price.

Volume two presents an overview of 
exhibitionism, sexuality, and sin that’s WILDLY 
more outrageous then what you remember 
from the previous edition.

This vivid account from the ‘unpregnant’ 
partner captures the unique challenges of 

lesbian motherhood and emphasizes the 
undeniable universality of first-time 
parenthood.

She Looks Just 
Like You:

A Memoir of (Non-
biological Lesbian) 

Motherhood

 Amie 
Klempnauer Miller
978-0-80700-469-2      

$24.95|cloth
Beacon press

Hollywood 
Babylon Strikes 

Again

darwin porter & 
danforth prince 

978-1-93600-312-9         

$25.95|cloth
Blood Moon

The Magicians

Lev grossman
 978-0-45229-629-9  

$16.00|trade paper
plume

The Little 
Stranger

Sarah Waters
 978-1-59448-446-9       

$16.00|trade paper
riverhead

Wanna Get 
Lucky?

deborah Coonts 
978-0-76532-543-3      

$24.99|cloth
Forge

Black Blade 
Blues

J.A. pitts 
978-0-76532-467-2   

$25.99|cloth
Tor
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Here, from the incomparable John Waters, 
is a paean to the power of subversive
inspiration that will delight, amuse, enrich, 
and happily horrify readers everywhere.  

Clinton riffs on Hillary Clinton and water-
boarding, baptism and Provincetown. 

Let your fantasies become reality by 
getting close to these men as they get 
close to each other. 

These heavenly men compete for your 
attention.  

Whoever loves skilled photography of the male 
body won’t mind missing a few nights of sleep.  

The first comprehensive history of the musical. 
The in-depth text is lavishly illustrated with a 
treasure trove of photographs, sheet music 
covers, production stills, and caricatures.

Broadway:
The American 

Musical

Michael Kantor & 
Laurence Maslon 

978-1-42349-103-3

$35.00|trade paper
Applause Theatre

Sleepless

Thomas Synnamon
 978-3-86787-050-4 

$61.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

Suburban 
Pleasures

Mark Henderson
978-3-86787-049-8  

$78.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

Erotic Triggers

Tom Bianchi 
978-3-86787-048-1

$52.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

I Told You So

Kate Clinton
 978-0-80704-455-1

$15.00|trade paper
Beacon press

Role Models

John Waters
 978-0-37425-147-5

$25.00|cloth
Farrar, Straus 

& giroux
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This insider’s perspective offers hope to 
people grappling with the aftereffects 
of a cult-like movement often known as 
“Reparative Therapy.”

Gallant made hair expressive. In Avedon’s photos 
of leaping, skipping models, their hair is 
energized.

Calling all dancing queens—here is the 
complete story of Agnetha, Björn, Benny, and 
Anni-Frid. The Complete ABBA tells the whole 
story—the songs, the hits, the tours, and how 
they achieved their trademark Wall of Sound 
harmonies. 

This second CD from best-selling poet Mary Oliver 
contains a selection of thirty-seven previously 
published poems and four as yet uncollected, 
read by the poet in her steady, magnetic voice.

This earnest, violent, yet utterly transfixing gay 
love story is set in the nineteenth-century 
American Midwest. First published in Germany, 
Missouri is available in English for the first time.

Missouri

Christine Wunnicke
978-1-55152-344-6

$12.95|trade paper
Arsenal pulp

Many Miles

Mary Oliver
978-0-80706-895-3 

$19.95|audio cd
Beacon press

Ex-Gay No Way:
Survival & Recovery 
from Religious Abuse

Jallen rix edd
978-1-84409-187-4

   
$19.95|trade paper

Findhorn

Ara Gallant

david Wills ed.
Introduction by 

Angelica Houston
978-8-86208-120-7

$60.00|cloth
Kensington

The Complete 
ABBA

Simon Sheridan 
978-1-90467-403-0 

$27.95|cloth
reynolds & Hearn
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In A Human Eye, Rich examines a diverse 
selection of writings and their place in 
past and present social disorders and 
transformations. 

Queen Latifah has always been unwilling 
to compromise to fit into the “Hollywood 
ideal” of what a confident, beautiful 
woman should look like. 

A visual journey through four decades of Thierry 
Mugler’s unmistakable style and inexhaustible 
creativity.  

In this sharp, entertaining, wry-but-
tender debut, Michael Salvatore follows 
one man’s search for the perfect boy-
friend in a hilariously imperfect world.

Ford demonstrates once again why he is the 
master of portraying the contemporary gay 
experience.

In this suspenseful and deeply moving novel, 
Michael Thomas Ford explores the complex ties 
within one family.

What We 
Remember

Michael Thomas 
Ford

978-0-75821-852-0    

$15.00|trade paper
Kensington

The Road Home

Michael Thomas 
Ford

 978-0-75821-853-7    

$24.00|cloth
Kensington

Between 
Boyfriends

Michael Salvatore 
978-0-75824-683-7    

$15.00|trade paper
Kensington

Thierry Mugler

 daniele Bott
978-0-50051-520-4                    

$50.00|cloth
Thames & Hudson

Put On Your 
Crown: 

Life Changing 
Moments on the Way 

to Queendom

Queen Latifah
 978-0-44655-589-0   

$20.00|cloth
grand Central

A Human Eye: 
Essays on Art in 

Society 1997-2008

Adrienne rich 
978-0-39333-830-0

$15.95|trade paper
W. W. Norton
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The Secret Lives of Somerset Maugham is the 
definitive account of Maugham’s extraordinary 
life.

The Bearded Gentleman offers detailed 
information on some fifty specific facial 
hair styles.

One of today’s foremost fashion and celebrity 
photographers, Tom Munro has been making 
defining images since the mid-1990s.

Tom Munro

Tom Munro
Introduction by 

Madonna
978-8-86208-125-2    

$75.00|cloth
damiani

Sex and the 
City 2: 

The Fashion, The 
Friendship, The Fun

 Introductions by 
Sarah Jessica Parker & 
Michael Patrick King

978-0-76244-059-7

$19.95|trade paper
running press

The Bearded 
Gentleman:

The Style Guide to 
Shaving Face

 Allan peterkin
978-1-55152-343-9   

$14.95|trade paper
Arsenal pulp

She Ain’t 
Heavy, She’s My 

Mother: 
A Memoir

   Bryan Batt
978-0-30758-885-2

$24.00|cloth
Harmony

The Secret Lives 
of 

Somerset 
Maugham:
A Biography

 Selina Hastings
978-1-40006-141-9

$35.00|cloth
random House

Here we explore the phenomenon of the 
“known donor” in the queer family 
structure.

And Baby 
Makes More: 
Known Donors, 

Queer Parents, and 
Our Unexpected 

Families

 Susan goldberg, ed
978-1-89717-883-6   

$15.95|trade paper
insomniac press

This downright fabulous companion book 
to the highly anticipated Sex and the City 

movie sequel is filled with more than 500 
photos, trendsetting fashions and exclusive 
plot details.

From the picture-perfect sets of TV’s 
Mad Men, Bryan weaves a touching 
and hilarious story of growing up gay 
below the Mason-Dixon Line and an 
unshakable bond between mother 
and son.
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The Bearded Gentleman offers detailed 
information on some fifty specific facial 
hair styles.

The extraordinary personal journey and 
ministry of Rev. Bean, L.A.’s black, openly 
gay archbishop, AIDS activist, and former 
Motown recording artist.  

Seth Sinclair is very handsome, very famous, 
and very married—and his closeted gay life 
makes him very dangerous as well.

From The 
Closet to The 
Courtroom:

Five LGBT Rights 
Lawsuits That Have 
Changed Our Nation

 Carlos Ball
978-0-80700-078-6

$27.95|cloth
Beacon press

In My Father’s 
House

e. Lynn Harris 
978-0-31254-191-0    

$24.99|cloth
St. Martin’s press

Sima’s 
Undergarments 

For Women

ilana Stanger-ross 
978-0-14311-748-3     

$15.00|trade paper
penguin

The Meaning of 
Matthew:

My Son’s Murder in 
Larame and a World 

Transformed

 Judy Shepard
978-0-45229-638-1     

$15.00|trade paper
plume

I Was Born This 
Way

Carl Bean 
978-1-41659-282-2    

 
$24.00|cloth

Simon & Schuster

Mama Dearest

e. Lynn Harris
 978-1-43915-891-3   

$15.00
trade paper/
Karen Hunter

Timna, a young Israeli with enviable 
cleavage, comes to Sima’s shop in search of 
a demi-cup. Sima finds herself awakening to 
hope and the possibility of happiness.

“A courageous, eloquent, and devoted 
mother...gives us all a greater understand-
ing of Matthew and the larger meaning of 
his life.” 
-Senator Edward M. Kennedy 

Diva supreme Yancey Harrington Braxton 
is working her way back to Broadway and 
beyond – and stirring up drama in and out of 
the spotlight. 

An eminent legal scholar tell fascinating stories 
about the clients and lawyers whose cases have 
transformed LGBT life in the United States. 
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“This is not your mother’s triumph-of-the-human-
spirit memoir. Yes, Terry Galloway is resilient. 
But she’s also caustic, depraved, utterly 
disinhibited, and somehow sweetly bubbly, a 
beguiling raconteuse who periodically leaps onto 
the dinner table and stabs you with her fork. Her 
story will fascinate, it will hurt, and you will like 
it.” 
—Alison Bechdel, author of Fun Home

Casey is a natural submissive under Kirkland’s 
firm hand; it’s just a matter of time until the 
emotionally distant Sheriff realizes he needs 
Casey as much as Casey ever needed him.

Between 
Darkness and 

Light 

p.A. Brown
978-1-60820-069-6

 

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Word on Wing

   Jamie Craig
978-1-60820-156-3

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Mean Little Deaf 
Queer:
A Memoir

   Terry galloway
978-0-80707-331-5

$15.00|trade paper
Beacon press

Berlin 
Von Hinten

 978-3-86787-349-9

Briand r. Bedfrod
$20.99|trade paper

Bruno gmünder

Unwanted love grows between a cop with a 
dark secret in his troubled past and an up 
and coming world class artist.

The most extensive gay guide for Berlin -
listing the best places to party, sleep and dine. 
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Stefan Sanchez’s number one reason to leave 
Texas was closeted deputy Chet Blain. When 
Stefan returns he is confronted by painful 
memories.

Written by the judge who sat on the bench for 
the Anna Nicole Smith case, Seidlin unveils the 
truth behind one of the most watched trials in 
television history.

In the last twenty years, fashion has 
dictated that sexy men are shaved. It’s 
time for the return of natural beauty.  

The female butt, tush, culo, or derrière has 
always inspired awe, fantasy, and slavish 
devotion.
   

Featuring almost twice as many images as its 
predecessors, LaChapelle’s Heaven to Hell is an 
explosive compilation of new work by the 
visionary photographer.

A must-have guide for a faster, successful 
adoption; oftentimes without the red tape 
and wait times of a traditional agency. 

Secrets to Your 
Successful 
Adoption:

Insider Advice to 
Create Your Forever 

Family Faster 

 Jennifer pedley
978-0-75731-468-1   

$15.95|trade paper
HCi

Heaven to Hell 

 david LaChapelle
978-3-83652-284-7        

$39.99|cloth
Taschen

*not returnable

The Big Butt 
Book 

dian Hanson 
978-3-83651-115-5       

$59.99|cloth
Taschen

*not returnable

Hair:  Hairy 
Men in Gay Art

 978-3-86787-137-2    

$43.99|cloth
Bruno gmünder

The Murder of 
Anna Nicole 

Smith 

Judge Larry Seidlin
 978-1-92674-533-6  

$25.00|cloth
Transit

Son of a Gun 

A.M. riley 
978-1-60820-117-4

  
$14.99|trade paper

MLr
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A revelation of a centuries-old literary tradition—
brilliant, amusing, and until now, deliberately 
overlooked.

Byron, as brilliantly rendered by O’Brien, 
is the poet - imaginative and lawless, and 
defiantly immortal.  

The acclaimed White House pastry chef’s 
long-awaited collection of stunning-to-
behold yet simple-to-make desserts for 
every occasion. 

Artists, fans, film buffs, and collectors alike 
can use a splash of color in any medium to 
bring a timeless Marilyn back to life within 
this book’s pages.

This memoir evokes that idyllic time 
before computers and cell phones, when 
people were horrible to one another 
face-to-face.

Tori Spelling is back with a brand new collection 
of essays about living a normal life in Hollywood, 
where life is anything but normal.

Uncharted 
terriTORI

Tori Spelling 
978-1-43918-771-5   

$25.00|cloth
Karen Hunter

Where’s My 
Wand?:

One Boy’s Magical 
Triumph Over 

Alienation and Shag 
Carpeting

  eric poole
 978-0-39915-655-7

$24.95|cloth
Amy einhorn

Color Me 
Marilyn:

Classic Hollywood 
Moments

  emanuel emanuele 
978-0-76243-779-5

$12.95|trade paper
running press

Perfect Finish:
Special Desserts for 

Every Occasion

  Bill Yosses 
978-0-39305-953-3

$35.00|cloth
W.W. Norton

Byron in Love:
A Short Daring Life

edna O’Brien 
978-0-39333-847-8

$14.95|trade paper
W.W. Norton

Inseparable: 
Desire Between 

Women in 
Literature

emma donoghue 
978-0-30727-094-8   

$27.95|cloth
Knopf
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A real gentleman knows that it is 
essential to be well-groomed, and while 
a bit of moisturizer will help, it is not 
enough. Who better than a butler to teach 
how to look, feel, and smell every inch a 
gentleman? 

“The gay community should know that, frankly, it 
has been a moral struggle for me to even 
acknowledge the heterosexual community in this 
book at all. I believe everything the heterosexual 
community does goes against the teachings of 
Our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. But I’m trying 
not to judge them.” - Kathy Griffin 

A major new exploration of the women 
who revolutionized American and British 
life, by the renowned feminist historian.

For the past fifteen years this has been the veri-
table bible of women’s health. Living a healthy 
life in a woman’s body can be downright fun—
even ecstatic!

The Isosceles Triangle. The Charlie Chaplin. The 
Rising Sun. Hip Snips will teach you how to look 
good-and feel great by shaping your mons pubis 
into a variety of patterns and pictures.

Hip Snips:
Your Complete Guide 
to Dazzling Pubic Hair

pablo Mitchell
 978-1-59474-456-3    

$9.95|trade paper
Quirk

Women’s Bodies,
 Women’s Wisdom:

Revised Edition

Christiane 
Northrup, M.d 

978-0-55338-673-8   

$20.00|trade paper
Bantam

Dreamers of a 
New Day:
Women Who 
Invented the 

Twentieth Century

Sheila rowbotham
 978-1-84467-613-2  

             
$29.95|cloth

Verso

Official Book 
Club Selection:
A Memoir According 

to Kathy Griffin

Kathy griffin
 978-0-34551-856-9     

$15.00|trade paper
Ballantine

The East Coast’s top pin-up photographer 
takes readers back to the days of gun molls 
and garters in this stunning collection of 
vintage-inspired imagery. 

Viva’s Pin Ups:
Bullet Bras and 

Backseat Betties

Korero Books 
978-0-95583-366-3  

             
$39.95|cloth
Korero Books

A Butler’s Guide 
to Gentlemen’s 

Grooming

Nicholas Clayton
 978-1-90540-085-0      

             
$11.95|cloth
National Trust
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The New York Times restaurant critic’s heart-
breaking and hilarious account of how he learned 
to love food just enough.

This meticulously researched epic reveals inside 
details about his destructive and usually scandal-
ous associations with other Hollywood players, 
both male and female. 

“This is, without question, the definitive 
book on pornography and pop culture in 
the twenty-first century.” 
—Robert Jensen, author of Getting Off: 
Pornography and the End of Masculinity

White’s invaluable poetry is again 
available through this new edition, 
which contains previously unpublished 
works and a new introduction by National 
Book Award winner Mark Doty. 

David Eric Laine always believed his father had 
died in Vietnam before his birth, then a letter 
arrives and David finds out everything he thought 
was a lie. 

Bermuda Heat

p.A. Brown 
978-1-60820-160-0

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

The Salt 
Ecstasies

James L. White 
978-1-55597-561-6

$15.00|trade paper
greywolf

Pornland:
How Porn Has Hijacked 

Our Sexuality

gail dines 
978-0-80704-452-0

$26.95|cloth
Beacon press

Howard Hughes,
Hell’s Angel:

America’s Notorious 
Bisexual Billionaire 

2nd Edition

darwin porter 
978-1-93600-313-6

$32.95|cloth
Blood Moon

Born Round:
A Story of Family, 

Food, and A Ferocious 
Appetite

Frank Bruni 
978-0-14311-767-4

$16.00|trade paper
penguin
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David LaChapelle meets Dita von Teese in this 
collection of the breathtakingly lush portrait 
photography. 

Filled with unforgettable warmth, incorrigible 
humor, and irresistible charm, Object of Desire 
takes readers through three milestone eras in 
one man’s life.

You’ve got to want it, work it, and walk it 
-- and Miss J is ready to show you how.

Infused with her trademark incisive wit, 
Carrie Fisher’s Shockaholic takes readers 
on a rollicking, behind the scenes tour of 
the Star Wars phenomenon. 

Shockaholic

Carrie Fisher 
978-0-74326-482-2     

             
$25.00|cloth

Simon & Schuster

Follow The 
Model:

Miss J’s Guide to 
Unleashing Presence, 

Poise, and Power

 J. Alexander
978-1-43915-051-1  

             
$14.99|trade paper

gallery

Object 
of Desire

William J. Mann 
978-0-75821-378-5

             
$16.00|trade paper

Kensington

666 
Photography

Korero Books 
978-0-95583-365-6   

             
$39.95|cloth
Korero Books

Morgan accepts a job as a roadie for Conquest. 
He thinks he’ll hate it with one exception – he’ll 
be close to Julian, the keyboard player.

Keys to Love 

S.J. Frost 
978-1-60820-158-7

$14.99|trade paper
MLr
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It starts with a look shared between 
strangers—a sexy, appraising gaze that 
hints at the desire for more.  In this 
steamy, X-rated new edition of Brad 
Saunders’ Men I Might Have Known 
series, the encounters go much, much 
further.

What happens when the lives of four individuals 
collide and threaten to destroy everything they’ve 
worked so hard to achieve? Only the truth knows. 
But what happens when the truth lies?

In the first major literary biography of L. Frank 
Baum, Rebecca Loncraine tells the story of Oz 
as you’ve never heard it, with a look behind the 
curtain at the vivid life and eccentric 
imagination of its creator.

Samuel Steward was an intimate friend of Gertrude 
Stein and Thornton Wilder, a subject of Kinsey’s 
landmark sex research, and a writer of exceptionally 
literate, pro-homosexual pornography. 

Ian takes Mac back to Central America 
where they search for a mysterious 
 crystal skull.

West of El Pilar/
The Kiva  2

The Tomcat Line 
Series

 Stevie Woods
978-1-60820-174-7   

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

The Secret 
Historian

Justin Spring 
978-0-37428-134-2  

$30.00|cloth
Farrar, Straus 

& giroux

The Real Wizard 
of Oz

rebecca Loncraine 
978-1-59240-558-9 

$18.00|trade paper
gotham

When The Truth 
Lies: A Novel

Timothy Michael 
Carson

 978-1-59309-307-5
  

$15.00|trade paper
Strebor

Hard at Work

  Brad Saunders   
978-0-75824-627-1

  
$15.00|trade paper

Kensington
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Hunter Beaumont believes he will find refuge in 
the Wisconsin woods. Instead he finds secrets, 
terror and the promise of a new love.

Conor did not expect to wind up in India, 
participating in the secret orgiastic rites 
of a homosexual cult devoted to the god 
Skanda!

Donte won’t be happy until his fragile human 
lover is immortal. Adin won’t be happy until 
Donte accepts that immortality isn’t for him.

Big Diehl, an Iraq war combat veteran, 
returns home to reconnect with the love 
he left behind.

A special attaché with the U.S. is teamed up with 
a British captain to execute a plan to solve Nazi 
secret codes. Will their instant attraction 
jeopardize their mission?

For desiring men, the undying sons of an ancient 
Roman god are forever cast adrift by the 
Goddess of Love. They are scorned and pursued 
by those who would see them destroyed.

The Blood of 
Love

 
 Victor J. Banis

978-1-60820-154-9 

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

The Code

david Juhren 
978-1-60820-169-3  

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Big Diehl

george Seaton
978-1-60820-151-8

 
$14.99|trade paper

MLr

Vigil
 

   Z.A. Maxfield
978-1-60820-171-6

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

A Demon Inside

rick r. reed 
978-1-60820-165-5

   
$14.99|trade paper

MLr

Temple
of Skanda

 roland graeme
978-1-60820-167-9 

  
$14.99|trade paper

MLr
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Artist Michael Breyette’s lustful men 
come alive in this unique collection of 
short stories based on his erotically 
charged images.

Scotland Yard’s Inspector Philemon Raft has a big 
problem; a casual acquaintance is blackmailing 
him, and what she knows about his secrets could 
tear Raft’s life to pieces.

Doomed to shift into animals once a 
month, how are these cowboys supposed 
to survive, let alone find love?

 A sex saturated tale of the have-nots, who hitch 
trains to escape poverty and despair
during the Great Depression.

Grit

  Jardonn Smith & 
William Maltese

 978-1-60820-121-1  

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Death 
by Misfortune

 A.M. riley
978-1-60820-072-6  

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Shifting Sands

 Maura Anderson   
978-1-60820-024-5

  
$14.99|trade paper

MLr

Willing Flesh

J.S. Cook 
978-1-60820-110-5

  

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

All or Nothing

James Buchanan 
978-1-60820-147-1

 
$14.99|trade paper

MLr

Illustrated Men

  Michael Breyette 
978-1-60820-148-8  

$14.99|trade paper
MLr

Closeted homicide detective, Bill Turner, finds 
himself sorting through a cast of suspects, who 
all seem to have secrets worth killing for.

As Brandon spirals into the hell of being a cop 
and a distraught parent will his love of Nick, 
and Nick’s love for him, be enough to see 
them through?
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More hot rods, dragstrip girls, and burlesque 
starlets! Check out the electrifying photography 
coming out of the explosive lowbrow art scene 
celebrated in Kustom Graphics.

A vehement dismantling of the latest pseudo-
scientific claims about the differences between 
the sexes.

Newly revised, with up-to-the-minute 
findings: the potentially lifesaving guide to 
prostate health by one of the world’s foremost 
urologists.

Dr. Peter 
Scardino’s 

Prostate Book
Revised Edition

  peter T. Scardino, 
M.d.

978-1-58333-393-8

$20.00|trade paper
Avery

Delusions of 
Gender:

How Our Minds, 
Society, and Neuro-

sexism Create 
Difference

  
Cordelia Fine

 978-0-39306-838-2      
             

$25.95|cloth
W.W. Norton

Kustom 
Kamera:

Greased Up Eye 
Candy

  
Korero Books 

978-0-95583-364-9        
             

$39.95|cloth
Korero Books

Love Unlimited:
The Joys and 

Challenges of Open 
Relationships

Leonie Linssen
978-1-84409-183-6        

             
$16.95|trade paper

Findhorn

Based on the case studies of 12 actual couples 
and individuals who are grappling with the 
complexities of “responsible non-monogamy.” 
The stories included have a varied cast of 
characters—monogamous, heterosexual, 
homosexual, bisexual, and polyamorous.
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Next Door features real men who feel 
comfortable with their age, looks and sexuality.

From the rough thugs to the baby face cuties, 
Flava Men celebrates all ethnic men!

Europe’s top hardcore leather & fetish 
magazine.

Euro-Bear has every-
thing for your 
favorite Bear (and 
cub).

Showcasing hard hotties 
with “huge” photo spreads.

This European magazine 
features young guys, ladz, 
twinks – cut and uncut. 

Buddy

6 issues/Year

$12.95

Cock

6 issues/Year

$12.95

Euro-Bear

4 issues/Year

$12.95

hart!

4 issues/Year

$12.95

Construction workers, 
truckers, butch men, 
hairy guys --- all hot, 
all hard and all here.

Toy Extra

6 issues/Year

$12.95

Flava Men

4 issues/Year

$7.95

Next Door

12 issues/Year

$8.99
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Greatest gay style magazine in Germany. Porn Up! features young studs, hard shafts and 
creamy dream boys. Every issue comes with a 
complimentary, full length DVD porn film.

Every quarter, Porn Up! gives us a special 
edition filled with mega cocks, sex pros, 
and good fucks. The full length DVD porn 
film will keep you dripping in 
anticipation.  

Macho Special is the newest erotic
magazine from Bruno Gmünder Publishing. 
Enjoy sexy hunks with flawless 
bodies.

Instigator is packed with pervy delights. Articles 
on Sound-play, Master/slave relationships, 
playing “post-Meth” …Electro-Sex, Dogboys, 
cruising …leather, rubber, BDSM, art, satire, 
stunning photography and so much more!

Now in its 20th year of publication, Handjobs 
Magazine is the one magazine you can count on 
to deliver sizzling erotic stories and art.

Handjobs

12 issues/Year

$7.00

Instigator

4 issues/Year

$12.95

Macho 
Special

4 issues/Year

$14.95

Porn Up! 
Special

4 issues/Year

$16.95

Porn Up! 

12 issues/Year

$16.95

Männer

12 issues/Year

$12.95
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Real naked guys working, playing, stroking & 
sweating in the hot tropical sun.

Check out these hairy legs, faces and furry 
chests. A hairy man for every hair taste 
imaginable.

Twelve real college fraternity men, 
stripped naked and showing off their 
stuff for you all year long.

Hook up with these extra hung stars and worship 
their hard, naked meat.

Let’s explore the centuries-old fascination with 
the large phallus.

People everywhere recognize the
hypnotic allure of large and shapely 

 breasts. 

Big Breasts

978-3-83652-261-8
 

11.8 x 11.8
$13.99|Taschen
*not returnable

July

Big Penises

978-3-83652-276-2

11.8 x 11.8
$13.99|Taschen
*not returnable

July

Naked Black Men

978-1-93384-146-5

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

Naked Outdoor 
Boys

978-1-93384-151-9

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

Naked Frat Men

978-1-93384-152-6 

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

Naked Hairy 
Jocks

978-1-93384-149-6

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

Big Breasts
Available in Tear-off 

Format 
5.1 x 4.3 

978-3-83652-262-5 
$13.99

*not returnable

Big Penises
Available in Diary

Format
6.9 x 8.7

978-3-83652-277-9 
$15.99

*not returnable
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Real straight men in XXX bareback gay action. 
Oral and anal penetration.

Catch these big-dicked recruits in 100% 
hardcore amateur oral and anal 
penetration.

These rock hard, straight studs strip butt-
ass naked.

A war chest of real military men stepping out of 
their dress blues and getting intimate for you.

The best collection of all-natural, rough, burly 
bears, beefcake men and big thick hairy dads.

Feast your eyes on a full year of sculpted bronze 
boys from Brazil.

100% Beef

978-1-93384-150-2

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

Naked Latin Men

978-1-93384-145-8

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

Naked Military

978-1-93384-148-9 

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

Naked Straight 
Boys

978-1-93384-147-2

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

XXX Boys

978-1-93384-154-0

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May

XXX Boys Raw

978-1-93384-153-3

8.5 x 11
$15.95|Foto Factory

May
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Back from a popular first release, Physique 
returns with another remarkable collection of 
photography by Mark Jenkins.

The ICON MEN models are back to showcase the 
male physique at its finest.

This collection of gorgeous photography 
features some of the hottest, hardest 
physiques you’ll see anywhere.

Star of the Lifetime Television hit reality series 
DietTribe, Jessie Pavelka is a specimen of 
sculpted perfection.

Photographer Murray! draws you into his world of 
masculine male nudes with his original photo-
graphy techniques.

Each month presents a new incredibly 
sculpted model to daydream about.

Masculinity

978-1-93547-803-4 

12 x 12
$15.99|provacateur

June

Studio Men

978-1-93547-804-1

12 x 12
$15.99|provacateur

June

Jessie Pavelka

978-1-93547-806-5

12 x 12
$15.99|Alluvial

June

Basic Training 
Workout

978-1-93547-807-2 

12 x 12 
$14.99|10%

June

ICON MEN

978-1-93547-809-6 

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June

Physique

978-1-93547-810-2 

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June
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From the pages of Penthouse magazine 
comes a collection of skimpy lingerie clad 
beauties that will titillate every month.

This spicy calendar is just dripping with luscious 
Latin men.

The intensity in each still brilliantly captures the 
strength, power, and raw sensual beauty of the 
black male physique.

This selection of hot, young American 
men will make you swell with national 
pride.

Don’t miss out on this stylistically stunning 
collection of incredibly sexy athletes.

Here are the hot neighborhood boys we’ve all 
fantasized about. 

Athletes

978-1-93547-811-9

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June

Boy Next Door

978-1-93547-813-3

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June

All American 
Guys

978-1-93547-812-6

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June

Black Men

978-1-93547-815-7

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June

Latin Men

978-1-93547-816-4

12 x 12
$15.99|10%

June

Penthouse 
Lingerie

978-1-93547-818-8

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June
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The only thing sexier than a man in uniform is a 
man out of uniform.

This collection of Jet Set Men’s hottest 
stars takes us off the football field and 
into the locker room.

Iconic Cocks, featuring adult superstars like Jeff 
Stryker, will be the must-have title for 
collectors.

With this stunning black & white calendar, 
experience the heat of summer all year long.

Assume the position! If you’re a leather 
aficionado, this kinky collection from Chi 
Chi La Rue’s stable of the baddest mod-
els will whip you over the edge.

Scuf’d

978-1-93547-819-5

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Boys of Summer

978-1-93547-817-1

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Iconic Cocks

978-1-93547-820-1

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Men in Uniform

978-1-93547-823-2

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Tackle

978-1-93547-821-8

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Page after page of the hottest girl on-girl action.

Penthouse 
Girl + Girl

978-1-93547-831-7

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June
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Men who have an affinity for a youthful 
appearance have subscribed to Freshmen 
for years, and now they can enjoy these 
hot, nude young men all year long.

The sexy nude photography from one of 
America’s largest-selling erotic magazines for 
men who love men is now available.

Get a peek at those cute guys behind the locker 
room door.

Stallions features the biggest, baddest 
models in the adult film industry with 
page after head turning page.

No beating around the bush here – we know what 
you’re looking for, and Raging Stallion Studios 
delivers the goods.

Adult film pioneer Michael Lucas showcases the 
raw, sexual prowess and exotic allure of Israel’s 
hottest men. 

Men of Israel

978-1-93547-824-9

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Dick of the 
Month

978-1-93547-825-6

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Stallions

978-1-93547-826-3

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Twinks

978-1-93547-827-0

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Men of the Year

978-1-93547-828-7

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Freshmen

978-1-93547-829-4

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June
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Secretive settings and expressively 
virile models lay the groundwork for 
the photographer’s sensual, sexual 
escapades.

These Bel Ami boys love to show off!

Down on the 
Farm

Corbin Fisher
978-3-86787-326-0

8.5 x 11
$15.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Corbin Fisher presents young, tight-bodied 
farmhands in erotic encounters.

Fight Club

gaz
978-3-86787-324-6

8.5 x 11
$15.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Online Boys

Bel Ami
978-3-86787-325-3

8.5 x 11
$15.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Do you want muscles? Start by lift-
ing up a copy of this calendar.

Sweet and sexy, sultry and sinful, these 
boyfriends will make your heart flutter like 
a schoolgirl’s.

Man & Muscle

978-1-93547-834-8

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June

Photographer Jason Ellis has captured some 
of the most stunning bodybuilders and fitness 
models in the world.

Muscle

978-1-93547-832-4

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Boyfriend of 
the Month

978-1-93547-814-0

12 x 12
$14.99|10%

June
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Popular and controversial, this calendar features 
12 hunky returned Mormon missionaries.

Solid boners, fabulous bodies - brought to you by 
our friends at Hot House.

The men behind BeautifulMag.eu share 
their most treasured findings.

Well-built and rebellious, these city boys 
present themselves with refreshing self 
confidence.

Perfectly muscled bodies, masculine, self-
confident and all yours.

These superb men are outfitted for action.

Uniforms

978-1-55456-391-3

12 x 18
$13.99|Zebra

July

Men on a Mission

978-0-07297-776-9

12 x 18
$13.99|CMH

July

Mucho Macho

rubendarío
978-3-86787-319-2

8.5 x 11
$15.99|Bruno

gmünder   

June

Boys in the City

paul reitz
978-3-86787-320-8

8.5 x 11
$15.99|Bruno

gmünder   

June

Men of Hot 
House

Hot House
978-3-86787-322-2

8.5 x 11
$15.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Beautiful Vision

BeautifulMag.eu
978-3-86787-323-9

8.5 x 11
$15.99|Bruno

gmünder

June
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It’s not even summer yet, but it is certainly 
getting hot!

New York City 
Firefighters

978-0-93347-715-5

10.5 x 14
$14.99|Battman 

Studios

June

The hottest, hairiest models from Men 
magazine come together to appease those 
who lust after furry men.

Hairy Men

978-1-93547-830-0

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June

Nude photography that is powerful and yet 
at the same time very vulnerable.

Gress gives us testosterone-laden pics that 
will create enough tension to set your 
fantasies ablaze.

Cinq

Fred goudon
978-3-86787-331-4

12 x 16.5
$19.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Intimate portraits which seduce and 
invite you to dream.

Erotic Dreams

david Vance
978-3-86787-329-1

12 x 16.5
$19.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

The Score

John gress
978-3-86787-332-1

12 x 16.5
$19.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Be prepared to make room in your lunchbox, 
there’s enough here to sate any carnivore’s 
appetite. Vegetarians, beware! 

Meat

978-1-93547-822-5

12 x 12
$15.99|Big daddy

June



Stunning images combined with realist paintings 
contrasting classical and contemporary imagery.

1-800-221-8112

Bel Ami brings us a whole new line-up of 
heartbreakers.

Calendars
Ross Watson

ross Watson
978-3-86787-333-8

12 x 16.5
$19.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Oversized

Bel Ami
978-3-86787-334-5

12 x 16.5
$19.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Roffman is the master of catching the yearning 
between young men.

Bel Ami: The 
Blush of Youth

Howard 
roffman

978-3-86787-328-4

12 x 16.5
$19.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

Players

rick day
978-3-86787-327-7

12 x 16.5
$19.99|Bruno

gmünder

June

It’s all about immaculate bodies in 
chunky rugby wear, tight trunks -- or 
simply naked.

43

Palmer’s work deftly captures fleeting 
moments of soulful sensuality combined 
with the raw power of the male form.

Jeff Palmer

Jeff palmer
978-3-86787-330-7

12 x 16.5
$19.99|Bruno

gmünder

June
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